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Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators —for people who need more than the ordinary

If you use a pocket calculator for professional purposes—whether it's science, engineering or business—you need something more than one that just adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides—and perhaps calculates square roots and percentages.

You need a pocket calculator that not only handles your simple problems quickly and easily but has the reserve power to solve even the lengthy, complex or repetitive problems with just a few keystrokes.

You need a calculator designed and built for you—a professional calculator rugged enough for day-in, day-out use, with features you need and use the most.

HP pocket calculators meet these requirements—and more—with:

- Advanced capabilities—pre-programmed functions and superior HP memory power so you can solve more types of problems faster, easier and more accurately, and with confidence.
- HP's famous RPN "logic" system—a consistent and efficient logic system for solving complex problems.
- Hewlett-Packard quality—innovative design, high quality components and precision assembly are combined to produce calculators that are second to none.

Therefore, before you select any calculator, take a few minutes to explore within the pages of this catalog, Hewlett-Packard's professional pocket calculators with the reserve power we think professionals like yourself need most. Prove to yourself—as more than half-a-million others already have—that if you work with numbers, it makes sense to buy a Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator.
The numbers in the light-emitting diode (LED) display are bright red and tipped forward (recessed in the HP-21), so you can read them clearly and without distortion. All digits appear as continuous lines, not broken segments.

4. The OFF/ON switch is lubricated with silicone, so that it slides smoothly. And it slides in a horizontal, rather than a vertical, plane to prevent it from moving accidentally when you put the calculator in its carrying case or in your shirt pocket.

5. Under the keyboard is a moisture-proof polyurethane barrier to help protect the inside of the calculator from coffee spills and similar hazards.

6. The heavy gauge plastic case is contour-designed to fit the hand comfortably, and rugged enough to withstand a tumble to a hard floor. (One HP pocket calculator even withstood an accidental journey through a snow blower.)

7. Critical internal connections are goldplated, for maximum efficiency.

8. The top case or keyboard assembly is welded, so it won’t come apart accidentally and to keep dust and moisture from entering.

9. The battery compartment door opens easily (but not accidentally), without using a coin or key, so you don’t have to worry about nicks or, worse, damage that could prevent the door from being opened or closed.

10. The specially-engineered rechargeable battery pack—included with each HP pocket calculator—is a single unit, so you can replace it quickly and easily.

11. The socket for the adapter/recharger plug is recessed to ensure a positive connection, so it won’t accidentally become loose in the middle of a calculation. And it’s designed so there’s no way to connect the wrong plug by mistake.

12. Critical internal connections are goldplated, for maximum efficiency.

13. Every single HP calculator must meet stringent quality control standards, or it’s rejected. Only in this way can Hewlett-Packard produce pocket calculators that provide better performance... and lasting value.

### The Hewlett-Packard Warranty

Each Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for one (1) year from the date of delivery. During the warranty period, Hewlett-Packard will repair or, at its option, replace components that prove to be defective when the calculator is returned, shipping prepaid, to a Hewlett-Packard Customer Service Facility.

This warranty does not apply if the calculator has been damaged by accident or as a result of service or modification by any person other than at an authorized Hewlett-Packard Customer Service Facility.

No other warranty is expressed or implied. Hewlett-Packard is not liable for consequential damage.
"The success and prosperity of our company will be assured only if we offer our customers superior products that fill real needs and provide lasting value, and are supported by a wide variety of useful services—both before and after the sale."

—Statement of Corporate Objectives
Hewlett-Packard

When William R. Hewlett and David Packard founded Hewlett-Packard in 1939, they offered only one product—an audio oscillator. But it was superior to all others available at the time. And their policy—of introducing only products that fill a need and provide lasting value—has continued for 36 years.

Today, Hewlett-Packard offers more than 3,000 different products, ranging from microscopic components to complete computer systems. The company is one of the world's leading designers and manufacturers of electronic, medical, analytical and computing instruments and systems.

The product line includes the atomic clocks used by most observatories in the world as a primary time standard; patient monitoring equipment and diagnostic instruments for the medical field; communications equipment; electronic surveying instruments, and analytical products such as gas chromatographs, spectrometers and instruments for precisely measuring pressure and temperature.

Calculators are a major line
In the data processing field, Hewlett-Packard offers the most extensive range of computing alternatives for science and engineering. Beginning with mini-computers for science and engineering, HP went on to design and manufacture electronic, programmable desktop calculators; computer systems for business, industry and education; the first small-scale computer system with multi-programming and multi-lingual capabilities, and an extensive selection of peripherals (disc memories, plotters, etc.) and software.

Then HP utilized this knowledge and experience to introduce the first pocket-sized scientific calculator—the HP-35, which set the standard for all other brands and models. As you will see in this catalog, Hewlett-Packard now offers a complete line of scientific, engineering, business and multi-purpose pocket calculators designed for professional use. Their owners include Nobel laureates, astronauts, business people, doctors, scientists and engineers in every field, educators and students—more than half a million persons throughout the world.

R&D is extremely important
In order to carry out the company's program of providing innovative products, an unusually high percentage (approximately 7%) of annual sales revenue is invested into research and development.

More than 1,500 engineers and scientists work full time in R&D, developing original concepts and designing new and more advanced products. As a result of their efforts, fully one-half of HP's current business is represented by products that didn't exist a few years ago, including all the calculators in this catalog.

To manufacture, market and service Hewlett-Packard products, the company has grown into a multinational corporation with over 28,000 employees. HP has manufacturing facilities in the United States, Germany, Scotland, France, Japan, Malaysia and Singapore and 172 sales and service offices in 65 countries throughout the world.

Hewlett-Packard is also...

Electronic instruments and systems for medicine.
Automated systems for testing and analyzing.
Programmable desktop systems for science, engineering, business.
Mini-computer systems for industry, and business.
Hewlett-Packard Scientific Pocket Calculators...

Select the one calculator that best fits your needs today...and tomorrow

Are you considering the purchase of your first scientific pocket calculator... or are you planning to move up to a more advanced model?

Either way, it's important that you select a calculator that not only can solve the problems you're facing today, but also can solve the problems you're likely to face tomorrow... in the days, months or years ahead.

The proper selection of a scientific calculator can literally open up a whole new world of information to you—by solving problems that were too complex or time-consuming for you to solve before. As you read about the five scientific pocket calculators (and the scientific desktop calculator) offered by Hewlett-Packard, compare the pre-programmed functions, the memory power and the other features each model provides. Then imagine how each of these functions or features can help you do your job better, faster, easier and/or more accurately.

For example, if your main concern is general math—addition, subtraction, multiplication and division—with an occasional need for log or trig functions, the HP-21 or the HP-35 may be just perfect for you. However, think how much more you can do—and how much faster and easier you can do it—by using the advanced trig, statistical or conversion capabilities, or the addressable memories, offered by the HP-45 Advanced Scientific Pocket Calculator... or by the HP-46 desktop version.

And if you occasionally solve repetitive or iterative problems, there's an HP pocket calculator practically "custom made" for you—the HP-65 Programmable.

For the ultimate in problem-solving power—in any field—Hewlett-Packard offers you the famous "pocket computer"—the HP-65 Fully Programmable Pocket Calculator. It makes problem-solving almost automatic, because you can program it yourself from the keyboard (and save your programs on magnetic cards) or you can use it with pre-recorded program cards, available in a wide range of disciplines—including engineering, finance, mathematics, medicine, statistics and navigation.

Whichever HP scientific calculator you finally select, you can be assured that it's the finest in its class... because HP's standards of quality permit nothing less.

Since you're investing in a calculator that fits your needs today—and tomorrow—carefully read the descriptions of each HP scientific calculator, and check off the functions and features that particularly appeal to you. Then, turn to the Comparison Guide on page 30 to help you compare models.
HP-55
Programmable Scientific

Designed with the power to solve complex, repetitive or iterative problems
Features keystroke programming... 86 keyboard commands... 20 addressable memory registers... and a built-in timer

Here is a scientific pocket calculator with more keypad power than any other ever made, to solve all types of problems faster, easier and more accurately.

And because it's programmable—capable of retaining and repeating keystroke routines—the HP-55 solves repetitive or iterative problems in far less time than conventional calculators.

Unconventional, too, is the inclusion of a digital timer—to time lab experiments or the procedures with split-second accuracy.

Keystroke programming... so you can create the exact programs you need—on the spot

To solve a problem with an ordinary calculator, a certain sequence of keystrokes is required—and all the keys must be pressed again every time the problem is worked with different data. Not so with the HP-55.

Simply set the HP-55 to PROGRAM and enter the keystrokes needed to solve the problem. (But don't enter the data.) Your program—up to 49 keystrokes in sequence—is retained in the HP-55's program memory.

To solve the problem, switch to RUN and enter the data. Then press the "Run/Stop" key to run your program. In seconds, the HP-55 gives you your answer. To solve other problems using the same program, just enter new data and press the "Run/Stop" key again.

Because your program does your calculation automatically, there's far less chance for error than if you had to do it manually. And it takes but a fraction of the time.

It's also easy to review, edit or test your program...

The program memory consists of 49 steps, numbered 1 through 49. To review the entire memory—one step at a time—press the "Back Step" or "Single Step" key. Or press the "Go To" key plus the number of the step you want. To test your program, a step at a time, switch to RUN and press "SST" repeatedly.

The program memory uses a simple numeric code, based on the position of each key on the keyboard. For example, "41" means "4 rows down, 1st key"—the "ENTER" key. When you single-step through a program, the code numbers are visible on the HP-55 display.

You can even program the HP-55 to do computer-like branching

Like a computer, the HP-55 can actually be programmed to make decisions... because it can do conditional branching.

You can program it to test the relationship between two values, via these tests:

- X = Y
- X < Y
- X > Y
- X <= Y
- X >= Y

Depending on the outcome of the tests, the HP-55 will automatically branch to the specified step of the program... or continue through the program in sequence.

Or, using the "Go To" key, you can program the HP-55 to branch directly to a specified step, and then continue executing the program.

Both conditional and direct branching are useful in solving iterative problems.

86 keyboard commands

The HP-55 offers 86 keyboard functions and operations—more than in any other pocket calculator—and all but a few may be incorporated into your programs.

Extra trigonometric capability

- Coordinate conversions: Convert polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates, or vice versa. This lets you do vector arithmetic quickly and accurately.
- Angle conversions: You can convert directly from degrees to radians, or from radians to degrees.

Data manipulation is extremely easy even when working the most complex mathematical problems.

Plus other quality HP features...

In addition to the 20 addressable memory registers, the HP-55 has a four-register stack—which makes possible the famous RPN "computer logic" system and a "Last x" register (see pages 20, 21).

Light-emitting diode display: Displays up to 10 significant digits, plus two-digit exponent and appropriate signs. Two selectable display modes: fixed point, with automatic overflow and underflow into scientific, and scientific with dynamic range of 10<sup>-10</sup> to 10<sup>10</sup>. Automatic decimal point positioning. Selective round-off; range 0-9 decimal places. Flashing display indicates improper operation; flashing decimal points indicate low battery.

Functions and features

Programming:
- Program writing capability
- Single step execution or inspection of a program
- Program editing capability
- x^2, y<sup>2</sup> conditional branching
- Direct branching

Keyboard commands:

- Trigonometric functions: 3 angular modes
- Sin x, Arc sin x, Cos x, Arc cos x, Tan x, Arc Tan x, Rectangular coordinates <--> Polar coordinates
- Decimal angle + Angle in degrees/minutes/seconds
- Decimal time + Time in hours/minutes/seconds
- Angle in degrees + Angle in radians
- Vector arithmetic
- Angle arithmetic

Logarithmic functions:
- Log x, Ln x, e<sup>x</sup> and e<sup>-x</sup>

Statistical functions:
- Mean and standard deviation (one or two variable)
- Linear regression (two variable)
- Linear estimate
- Factorial
- Positive and negative summation giving n, 2n, 3n, 2y, y<sup>2</sup>

Metric conversion functions:
- Btu <--> J
- Lb <--> Kg
- °F <--> °C

Other functions:
- y<sup>2</sup>, y<sup>3</sup>, y<sup>4</sup>, y<sup>5</sup>, y<sup>6</sup>, y<sup>7</sup>, y<sup>8</sup>, y<sup>9</sup>, y<sup>10</sup>
- Register arithmetic in 10 addressable memories
- Addition, subtraction, multiplication or division in serial, mixed serial, chain or mixed chain calculations

Data Storage and positioning operations:
- Data entry
- Stack roll down
- x<sup>2</sup> + x<sup>3</sup> + x<sup>4</sup> + x<sup>5</sup>, etc.
- R/S (see page 20)

Other features:
- 4-register stack
- "Last x" register
- 20 addressable memories
- Program memory for storage of up to 49 keystrokes.

Timing:
- Digital timer: 0-100 hour range
- ±0.1% accuracy
- Displays hours/minutes/seconds/hundredths

Specifications:
- Power: AC: 115 or 230 V, ±10%, 50-60 Hz, Battery: 500 mw nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery pack
- Weight: HP-55: 9 ounces (255 g) with battery pack
- Recharger: 5 ounces (142 g)
- Shipping weight: approx. 4.5 lbs. (2.0 kg)
- Dimensions: 6.8 inches (14.7 cm) Width: 3.2 inches (8.1 cm) Height: 0.7 to 1.3 inches (1.8 to 3.3 cm)
- Operating temperature range: 32°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C)

The HP-55 outfit includes:
- HP-55 Programmable Scientific Pocket Calculator
- Rechargeable battery pack
- 115/230 V AC adapter/recharger
- Soft carrying case
- Safety travel case
- Illustrated Owner's Handbook
- Quick Reference Guide
- Pad of programming worksheets

HP-55 Outfit $395.00
HP-45 Advanced Scientific

Acclaimed by scientists and engineers as the standard of the industry
With 48 math, trig, log, stat and data manipulation functions...and 9 addressable memories

Known as the scientific pocket calculator against which all others are judged, the HP-45 can quickly and accurately solve just about any type of complex problem you're likely to face. Just press the keys to use the HP-45's general math, trig, log, stat, metric/U.S. unit constants, rectangular/polar coordinate conversion, or vector arithmetic functions.

Its four dozen pre-programmed functions and data manipulation operations—plus nine addressable memories—give it more power than any other non-programmable scientific pocket calculator.

Advanced trigonometric capabilities

Coordinate conversions—convert polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates, or vice versa. This lets you do vector arithmetic quickly and accurately.

Advanced conversion capability

Metric/U.S. unit conversion constants—Just press these keys for constants to convert U.S. units to metric units, or vice versa. Ten-digit accuracy.

Advanced statistical capability

Nine addressable memories—more than any other pocket calculator except the HP-55—means that you have far less writing down and re-entering to do, and far less chance for error. Data manipulation in and out of registers is fast and easy, and you can even do register arithmetic.

Plus other quality HP features...

The HP-45 also includes a four-register stack—which makes possible the famous RPN "computer logic" system—and a "Last x" register (see pages 20, 21).

Light-emitting diode display: Displays up to 10 significant digits, plus two-digit exponent and appropriate signs. Two selectable display modes: fixed point, with automatic overflow and underflow into scientific, and scientific with dynamic range of 10⁻¹⁰ to 10⁺¹⁰. Automatic decimal point positioning. Selective round-off; range: 0-9 decimal places. Flashing display indicates improper operation; flashing decimal points indicate low battery.

Functions and features

Keyboard commands:

Trigonometric functions: 3 angular modes • Sin x • Arc sin x • Cos x • Arc cos x • Tan x • Arc tan x • Rectangular coordinates ↔ Polar coordinates • Decimal angle ↔ Angle in degrees/minutes/seconds • Decimal time ↔ Time in hours/minutes/seconds • Vector arithmetic

Logarithmic functions: Log x • Ln x • eˣ • 10ˣ

Statistical functions: Mean and standard deviation (one variable) • Factorial • Positive and negative summation giving n, Σx, Σx², Σy, Σxy

Metric conversion constants: cm/in • kg/lb • ltr/gal

Other functions: √• √• x • 1/x • π • x² • % • ° • Register arithmetic • Addition, subtraction, multiplication or division in serial, mixed serial, chain or mixed chain calculations

Data storage and positioning operations: Data entry • Stack roll down • x, y interchange • Data storage • Data recall • Change sign • Exponent entry

Memory:

4-register stack • "Last x" register • 9 addressable memories

Specifications

Power: AC: 115 or 230 V, ±10%, 50-60 Hz • Battery: 500 mw nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery pack
Weight: HP-45: 9 ounces (255 g) with battery pack • Recharger: 5 ounces (142 g) • Shipping weight: Approx. 2 lbs. (900 g)
Dimensions: Length: 5.8 inches (14.7 cm) • Width: 3.2 inches (8.1 cm) • Height: 0.7 to 1.3 inches (1.8 to 3.3 cm)
Operating temperature range: 32° F to 122° F (0° to 50° C)

The HP-45 outfit includes:

HP-45 Advanced Scientific Pocket Calculator • Rechargeable battery pack • 115/230 V AC adapter/recharger • Soft carrying case • Illustrated Owner's Handbook • Quick Reference Guide

HP-45 Outfit ......... $245.00
HP-21 Scientific

A smaller scientific calculator with more functions than our HP-35
32 pre-programmed functions... an addressable memory...
and famous HP quality—all in a unit so small it comfortably fits in a shirt pocket.

The HP-21 is the lowest-priced scientific pocket calculator HP offers, yet it has all the functions and features you'd expect to find in a scientific pocket calculator—even more so than in the HP-35.

More trigonometric capabilities

Coordinate conversions—Convert polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates, or vice versa. This lets you do vector arithmetic quickly and easily.

DEG RAD

Angular mode selection—Just flip a switch to perform trig operations in either of two angular modes: degrees or radians. You can also convert angles from one mode to the other push-button fast.

SIN COS TAN

Standard trig functions—The HP-21 gives you all of the standard trig functions: Sin x, Arc sin x, Cos x, Arc cos x, Tan x and Arc tan x.

Logarithmic capabilities

e^x LOG 10^x

Standard log functions—The HP-21 also gives you all of the standard log functions: log x, ln x, 10^x and 10^y.

Full register arithmetic

m- m+ m x m ÷

Register arithmetic—The HP-21 has an addressable memory for storing constants or other data, for use later on in a calculation. Any of the four arithmetic operations may be performed directly upon this stored data.

Plus other quality HP features

The HP-21 also includes a four-register stack, which makes possible the famous RPN “computer logic” system (see pages 20, 21).

Light-emitting diode display—Recessed for better contrast in harsh lighting. Displays up to 10 significant digits (eight plus two-digit exponent in scientific notation), and appropriate signs. Two selectable display modes: fixed point, with automatic overflow and underflow into scientific, and scientific with a dynamic range of 10^-9 to 10^9. Automatic decimal point positioning. Selective round-off: range: 0-10 (in scientific, 0-8). “ERROR” appearing in display indicates improper operation. Lighted decimal points indicate low battery condition.

Functions and features

Keyboard commands:

Trigonometric functions: 2 angular modes • Sin x • Arc sin x • Cos x • Arc cos x • Tan x • Arc tan x • Rectangular coordinates ↔ Polar coordinates

Logarithmic functions: Log x • Ln x • e^x • 10^x

Other functions: y^x • 1/x • π • Register arithmetic • Addition, subtraction, multiplication or division in serial, mixed serial, chain or mixed chain calculations

Data storage and positioning operations: Data entry • Stack roll down • x, y interchange • Data storage • Data recall • Change sign • Exponent entry

Memory:

4-register stack • Addressable memory

Specifications:

Power: AC: 115 or 230 V, ±10%, 50-60 Hz • Battery: 350 mw nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery pack

Weight: HP-21: 6 ounces (170 g) with battery pack • Recharger: 5 ounces (142 g) • Shipping weight: Approx. 1½ lbs. (680 g)

Dimensions: Length: 5.1 inches (13.0 cm) • Width: 2.7 inches (6.8 cm) • Height: 1.2 inches (3.0 cm)

Operating temperature range: 32° F to 113° F (0° C to 45° C)

The HP-21 outfit includes:

HP-21 Scientific Pocket Calculator • Rechargeable battery pack • 115/230 V AC adapter/recharger • Soft carrying case • Illustrated Owner's Handbook

HP-21 Outfit......... $125.00
Just press the keys, and the HP-35 performs all basic arithmetic, trigonometric, logarithmic and exponential functions automatically—without your having to refer to tables—thanks to its pre-programmed functions.

The HP-35 also incorporates an addressable memory, in addition to the quality features found in more powerful Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators.

Pre-programmed into the HP-35 are the functions for natural log and antilog, common log, sine, arc sine, cosine, arc cosine, tangent and arc tangent. Simply enter your number and press one key (or two with arc) to activate any function. There's no need to refer to log or trig tables... no need to interpolate. Entries and answers are expressed in decimal degrees.

An addressable memory stores constants

Press "STOre", and the number in the HP-35's display is immediately stored in the addressable memory. Press "ReCall" and it reappears in the display, for review or for another calculation.

Plus other quality HP features...

The HP-35 also incorporates a four-register stack and HP's famous RPN "computer logic" system (see pages 20, 21).

Light-emitting diode display:
Displays up to 10 significant digits, plus two-digit exponent and appropriate signs. Two display modes: fixed point and scientific with dynamic range of 10^6 to 10^-99. Automatic decimal point positioning. Automatically converts to scientific notation when number is too large or too small to be displayed in fixed point notation. Flashing display indicates improper operation; flashing decimal points indicate low battery.

Functions and features

Keyboard commands:
Trigonometric functions:
Decimal mode • Sin x • Arc sin x • Cos x • Arc cos x • Tan x • Arc tan x
Logarithmic functions: Log x • Ln x • 10^x
Other functions: x^y • √x • 1/x • π
Addition, subtraction, multiplication or division in serial, mixed serial, chain or mixed chain calculations

Data storage and positioning operations: Data entry • Stack roll down • x, y interchange • Data storage • Data recall • Change sign • Exponent entry

Memory:
4-register stack • Addressable memory

Specifications

Power: AC: 115 or 230 V, ±10%, 50-60 Hz • Battery: 500 mw nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery pack
Weight: HP-35: 9 ounces (255 g) with battery pack • Adapter/recharger: 1 ounce (142 g) • Shipping weight: Approx. 2 lbs. (900 g)
Dimensions: Length: 5.8 inches (14.7 cm) • Width: 3.2 inches (8.1 cm) • Height: 0.7 to 1.3 inches (1.8 to 3.3 cm)
Operating temperature range: 32° F to 122° F (0° C to 50° C)

The HP-35 outfit includes:
HP-35 Scientific Pocket Calculator • Rechargeable battery pack • 115/230 V AC adapter/recharger • Soft carrying case • Illustrated Owner's Handbook

HP-35 Outfit •••••• • $195.00
1. It operates on pre-recorded program cards that turn complex or lengthy calculations into a few simple steps anyone can do quickly . . .

2. Or you can actually program it yourself—without learning “computer language”—to create your own highly specialized “answer machine” . . .

3. And it’s also an advanced scientific pocket calculator—with numerous functions already built in!

It's like having a “computer” in your pocket!

Only the HP-65 offers full programmability in a pocket calculator . . . because only the HP-65 can permanently store programs on tiny magnetic program cards.

It’s the closest thing yet to a personal, portable computer! Like a computer, the HP-65 accepts and memorizes programs (fed in via the keyboard or tiny, magnetic program cards) . . . it executes programs (up to 100 steps long) with just a few keystrokes . . . and it uses computer logic to solve even extremely complex problems in seconds, with exceptional accuracy.

Once the HP-65 is programmed to solve a problem, you can run the program any number of times with different data. And since you can feed in a new program card in only two seconds, you can rapidly customize the HP-65 to meet your specific needs of the moment.

Yet you don’t have to know a thing about computers to operate it!

The HP-65’s programming system is based on the everyday English language. All the keys are labeled with either recognized symbols (e.g., √x) or abbreviations for words or phrases (e.g., “LBL” means “LABEL”). You don’t have to learn “computer language!”

The program itself is usually nothing more than a normal keystroke sequence you would use to solve a problem with provisions for entering data.

And you can operate it anywhere—on rechargeable batteries or AC—to give you answers to complex problems the moment you need them. No computer—and certainly no ordinary calculator—can give you the portable power you get with the HP-65!
Pre-recorded program cards quickly transform the HP-65 into a special-purpose calculator... to solve your complex problems at just the touch of a few keys.

Like a computer, the HP-65 can be programmed so that it goes through a step-by-step routine at just the touch of a few keys—to solve even extremely complex, lengthy or repetitive problems quickly, easily and accurately.

But instead of bulky reels of tape or stacks of keypunch cards, the HP-65 uses tiny, magnetic program cards, less than one-half inch by three inches in size.

Each card contains a program directing the HP-65 to perform a pre-determined routine, to solve a specific problem or series of problems.

A particular program can be a relatively simple or intricate sequence of steps. Each card stores a program of up to 100 steps. If a program greater than 100 steps is required, it may be stored on two or more program cards.

Because the program card has all of the steps pre-recorded, you only have to feed in the known data—the HP-65 will do the work!

Hundreds of pre-recorded program cards, packaged in Application Pacs (shown at left and listed on pages 18 and 19), are available from Hewlett-Packard. Each Pac contains up to 40 pre-recorded programs, plus a manual with step-by-step instructions for running each program.

Individual Application Pac programs, and programs contributed by HP-65 owners, are available through the HP-65 Users' Library (see page 17).

Here's how easy it is to operate the HP-65 with pre-recorded program cards

Select the card needed for the problem you're working and insert it into the HP-65's magnetic card reader. In less than two seconds...

... the card's entire program is duplicated in the HP-65's program memory. Then the card exits for further use at another time.

Key in your known data, and run the program as described in the instructions furnished for the program. No special training is required.

The HP-65 will give you the answer in just seconds, with accuracy up to 10 digits. And it's all done automatically!

To solve the same problem with different data, simply key in the new data and rerun the program. For other problems, insert different program cards.

∗ Available in continental U.S.A., Alaska and Hawaii only.
Or you can create your own time-saving programs—without learning “computer language” —and save them on blank cards.

No separate keyboard needed... no key punching.

These keyboard controls give you full programmability in a pocket calculator . . .

To write or run your program...

W/PRGM RUN

Set this switch to "WRITE PROGRAM" to enter or change any steps in the program memory and for recording programs, without altering any data stored in the four-register automatic memory or the addressable registers.

Set to "RUN" for all other operations.

To structure your program...

LBL

This "LABEL" key enables you to indicate and identify a series of steps within your program. Up to 15 labels are available by pressing this key and any digit (0-9) or letter (A-E) key.

GTO

This "GO TO" key, in conjunction with a digit key, sets off a search in the program memory for the label with the same digit. It can be used from the keyboard when editing, or as part of a program.

A B C D E

These User Definable keys are just what their name implies. They are letter labels for parts of your program which can be executed directly from the keyboard. Or, they can be used to call a sub-routine when used within a program.

RTN

When this "RETURN" key is pressed, it enables you to start at the beginning of your program again. If this key is used as part of your stored program, it stops execution of your program and returns control to the keyboard for manual operation. When used as part of a letter subroutine, it returns control to the calling program.

R/S

When this "RUN/STOP" key is included in your stored program, it will halt execution of the program and return control to the keyboard for manual operation. When used from the keyboard, it can stop a running program or start a stopped program at the next step.

To include conditional functions in your program . . .

SF1 SF2

Like a computer, the HP-65 can take alternate computational paths based on the condition of the two flags. With the "SET FLAG 1" and "SET FLAG 2" keys, the flags can be set or cleared manually from the keyboard or automatically by an appropriate program step.

TF1 TF2

The condition of the flags can be tested automatically at any point in your program by using these "TEST FLAG 1" and "TEST FLAG 2" keys to include an appropriate test flag instruction. Your program will either advance sequentially or skip over the next steps, depending on the condition of the tested flag.

x≠y x≤y x=y x>y

These keys allow you to compare the values in the X and Y registers. If the test condition is met, the program skips over the next two steps. If the test condition is not met, the program continues with the next step. This allows the HP-65 to perform conditional branches based on the results of the test.

To edit your program . . .

PRGM

Use this "PROGRAM" key to clear the entire 100-step program memory, so you can begin keying in a new or revised program you have developed.

DEL

This "DELETE" key erases a single program step and automatically moves the remaining steps up one place in the program memory to fill the resulting gap. To insert the corrected step, just key it in and the following steps will move down automatically.

SST

When the HP-65 is in the "WRITE PROGRAM" mode, this "SINGLE STEP" key lets you step through each program instruction in the program memory, as the display shows a number for each step. This number represents the location (row and column) of the key corresponding to that particular instruction. For example, "34" refers to the key in row 3, column 4—"RCL." (Exception: digits which are represented by the numbers 00 to 09.)

If the "SST" key is used with the HP-65 in the "RUN" mode, you can execute a program one step at a time.
The HP-65 is also an advanced scientific pocket calculator, with all these functions and features built in.

"Shift" keys multiply the functions of many keys.

To save space, many of the built-in functions are shown on the keyboard as alternate functions, and are indicated either above a key (in gold) or on the underside of a key (in blue). To activate them, first press the appropriate prefix "shift" key. Note that f-1 performs the inverse of the labeled gold functions.

Advanced trigonometric capability

Advanced memory power for faster, easier problem-solving

In addition to the 100-step program memory, the HP-65 incorporates nine addressable memories. These nine addressable memories make data manipulation easy. You can store data in any register ... retrieve data from any register ... and even do register arithmetic (+ - X X). using or modifying data in any register.

The addressable registers are not only useful when operating the HP-65 as a scientific calculator—to accumulate sums, or to store constants or intermediate results—but are equally useful when working with a program. Data may be stored in any register, then retrieved—either manually or automatically, as part of a program.

Plus other quality HP features...

The HP-65 also includes a four-register stack—which makes possible the famous RPN "computer logic" system—and a "Last x" register (see pages 20 and 21).

Light-emitting diode display—Displays up to 10 significant digits, plus two-digit exponent and appropriate signs. Two selectable display modes: fixed point, with automatic overflow and underflow into scientific, and scientific with a dynamic range of 10^m to 10^-m. Automatic decimal point positioning. Selective round-off; range: 0-9 decimal places.

Flashing display indicates improper operation; flashing decimal point indicates low battery.

Functions and features

Programming:

Magnetic card reader/writer • Program writing capability • Unique single-step, insert/delete editing features • X ≠ Y, X ≤ Y, X = Y, X > Y relational tests for conditional branching • Direct branching • Built-in decremented • Two flags for skip or no-skip programming or branching to another part of program • Five User Defineable Keys • Subroutines (1 level) • 15 labels

Keyboard commands:

Trigonometric functions: 3 angular modes • Sin x • Arc sin x • Cos x • Arc cos • tan x • Arc tan • Rectangular coordinates ↔ Polar coordinates • Decimal angle ↔ Angle in degrees/minutes/seconds • Decimal time ↔ Time in hours/minutes/seconds • Decimal angle ↔ Angle in degrees, radians or grads • Degrees (hours)/minutes/seconds arithmetic • Vector arithmetic

Logarithmic functions: Log x • Ln x • e^x • 10^x

Other functions: y^x • √x • 1/x • π • x^2

n! • Integer/fraction truncation

Register arithmetic • Addition, subtraction, multiplication or division in serial, mixed serial, chain or mixed chain calculations • Decimal ↔ Octal

Data storage and positioning operations: Data entry • Stack roll down and roll-up • x, y interchange • Data storage • Data recall • Change sign • Exponent entry

Memory:

4-register stack • "Last x" register • 9 addressable memory registers • Program memory for storage of up to 100 keystrokes (a program)

Specifications

Power: AC: 115 or 230 V, ±10%, 50-60 Hz, 5 watts. Battery: 500mw nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery pack

The HP-65 outfit includes:

HP-65 Fully Programmable Pocket Calculator • Rechargeable battery pack • 115/230 V AC adapter/recharger • Soft carrying case • Safety travel case • Illustrated Owner's Handbook • Quick Reference Guide • Pad of programming worksheets • Standard Pac of pre-recorded program cards (see page 17) • "Key Note" newsletter and Users' Library Catalog subscriptions (see page 17).

3 The HP-65 is also an advanced scientific pocket calculator, with all these functions and features built in.

"Shift" keys multiply the functions of many keys.

To save space, many of the built-in functions are shown on the keyboard as alternate functions, and are indicated either above a key (in gold) or on the underside of a key (in blue). To activate them, first press the appropriate prefix "shift" key. Note that f-1 performs the inverse of the labeled gold functions.

Advanced trigonometric capability

Advanced memory power for faster, easier problem-solving

In addition to the 100-step program memory, the HP-65 incorporates nine addressable memories. These nine addressable memories make data manipulation easy. You can store data in any register ... retrieve data from any register ... and even do register arithmetic (+ - X X). using or modifying data in any register.

The addressable registers are not only useful when operating the HP-65 as a scientific calculator—to accumulate sums, or to store constants or intermediate results—but are equally useful when working with a program. Data may be stored in any register, then retrieved—either manually or automatically, as part of a program.

Plus other quality HP features...

The HP-65 also includes a four-register stack—which makes possible the famous RPN "computer logic" system—and a "Last x" register (see pages 20 and 21).

Light-emitting diode display—Displays up to 10 significant digits, plus two-digit exponent and appropriate signs. Two selectable display modes: fixed point, with automatic overflow and underflow into scientific, and scientific with a dynamic range of 10^m to 10^-m. Automatic decimal point positioning. Selective round-off; range: 0-9 decimal places.

Flashing display indicates improper operation; flashing decimal point indicates low battery.

Functions and features

Programming:

Magnetic card reader/writer • Program writing capability • Unique single-step, insert/delete editing features • X ≠ Y, X ≤ Y, X = Y, X > Y relational tests for conditional branching • Direct branching • Built-in decremented • Two flags for skip or no-skip programming or branching to another part of program • Five User Defineable Keys • Subroutines (1 level) • 15 labels

Keyboard commands:

Trigonometric functions: 3 angular modes • Sin x • Arc sin x • Cos x • Arc cos • tan x • Arc tan • Rectangular coordinates ↔ Polar coordinates • Decimal angle ↔ Angle in degrees/minutes/seconds • Decimal time ↔ Time in hours/minutes/seconds • Decimal angle ↔ Angle in degrees, radians or grads • Degrees (hours)/minutes/seconds arithmetic • Vector arithmetic

Logarithmic functions: Log x • Ln x • e^x • 10^x

Other functions: y^x • √x • 1/x • π • x^2

n! • Integer/fraction truncation

Register arithmetic • Addition, subtraction, multiplication or division in serial, mixed serial, chain or mixed chain calculations • Decimal ↔ Octal

Data storage and positioning operations: Data entry • Stack roll down and roll-up • x, y interchange • Data storage • Data recall • Change sign • Exponent entry

Memory:

4-register stack • "Last x" register • 9 addressable memory registers • Program memory for storage of up to 100 keystrokes (a program)

Specifications

Power: AC: 115 or 230 V, ±10%, 50-60 Hz, 5 watts. Battery: 500mw nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery pack

The HP-65 outfit includes:

HP-65 Fully Programmable Pocket Calculator • Rechargeable battery pack • 115/230 V AC adapter/recharger • Soft carrying case • Safety travel case • Illustrated Owner's Handbook • Quick Reference Guide • Pad of programming worksheets • Standard Pac of pre-recorded program cards (see page 17) • "Key Note" newsletter and Users' Library Catalog subscriptions (see page 17).
These three HP-65 extras extend the versatility of the calculator at no extra charge...

When you purchase the HP-65 Fully Programmable Pocket Calculator, it's just the beginning of a working relationship that can last a lifetime... with new and fantastic capabilities unveiled with regularity.

On the first day, you are introduced to the HP-65's remarkable versatility via the Standard Application Pac—a selection of pre-recorded program cards that demonstrate the versatility of the "pocket computer."

You are also entitled to a one-year subscription to the Catalog of Contributed Programs—an introduction to the HP-65 Users' Library—and a subscription to Key Note, the HP-65 newsletter.

The Standard Pac, the Catalog and the Key Note subscription are yours without extra cost when you purchase the HP-65.

1. You start with the Standard Pac... a sampling of 17 pre-recorded program cards, plus three other cards to help insute the smooth operation of the HP-65. The pre-recorded cards are:
   - Day of the week
   - Mean, standard deviation, standard error
   - Great circle navigation
   - Integer base conversion
   - Body surface area (Boyd)
   - Pi network impedance matching
   - EDM slope reduction—given elevation
   - Temperature conversion
   - Weight-mass conversion
   - Volume conversions
   - Compound interest
   - Loan repayment
   - Reconcile checking account
   - Iterative solution of f(x)=0
   - Quadratic equation
   - Areas and solutions of right triangle
   - The game of NimB (a game of logic you play against the HP-65)

   Plus two diagnostic cards:
   - User diagnostic program I
   - User diagnostic program II
   - These two cards check the operating condition of the HP-65.

Also included is a special card to (occasionally) clean the program read/write head of the HP-65, and 20 blank program cards for do-it-yourself programming. Included, too, is a detailed manual on the Standard Pac, plus a set of 20 two-sided blank Pocket Instruction Cards (each having room for two program cards and their program instructions).

2. You're welcomed to the HP-65 Users' Library...

   ... and given a subscription to the Catalog of Contributed Programs. The Users' Library contains hundreds of programs—from a wide range of fields and application areas—contributed by HP-65 users, in addition to those developed and tested by Hewlett-Packard.

   All of the programs are listed and described in the Catalog of Contributed Programs, which is periodically updated. This sectionalized catalog makes it easy to select the particular program that will help you quickly obtain the answer(s) to your specific problem. The Catalog is indexed according to application area, key word and author.

   In addition, there is a section containing a short abstract of each program. The abstract provides information to help you determine whether a particular program will meet your needs, or you can use it to compare programs against each other when selecting between two or more alternatives.

   Any of the programs listed in the Catalog may be ordered from Hewlett-Packard, and—if you wish—you may record them on blank program cards for repeated use.

3. You also receive a subscription to "Key Note"...

   ... the HP-65 newsletter which will keep you abreast of current information to help you get the most out of your "pocket computer."

   Key Note, published quarterly, describes new Application Pacs, passes along programming hints, and carries other news and information of interest to HP-65 users. Also, frequently-asked questions about the HP-65 will be answered in Key Note. (This is in addition to the continuing program of information and assistance available from HP on a one-to-one basis, via the phone or by mail, at no charge.)

and here's what you can add...
The HP-65 can be "tailor made" for your profession
Pre-recorded programs let you transform your HP-65 into a specialized calculator—in seconds

To concentrate the capabilities of the HP-65 in your field of interest, you can select from an ever-expanding variety of pre-recorded magnetic program cards packaged in Application Pacs. Each Pac contains cards for up to 40 programs, a detailed manual on the Pac, and a set of Pocket Instructions Cards for listing your program instructions.

These 38 programs (on 40 pre-recorded cards) help you last answers to complex problems in investment analysis, loans, leasing, savings and annuities, business statistics and other business and financial applications. Included are programs for:

- compound amount
- direct reduction loan
- direct reduction loan with balloon payment
- sinking fund

Other programs are:

- periodic savings, annuity due
- present value, annuity due with balloon payment
- savings-compounding periods different from payment periods
- nominal to effective/effective to nominal rate conversion
- direct reduction loan; accumulated interest/remaining balance
- direct reduction loan; amortization schedule
- ago-on rate installment loan
- constant payment to principal loan
- amortization schedule
- interest rebate—rule of 78's
- internal rate of return, uneven cash flows
- discounted cash flow analysis, net present value
- straight line depreciation schedule
- sum-of-the-year's digits depreciation schedule
- variable rate declining balance depreciation schedule
- crossover point-declining balance to straight line
days between dates
- bond price and yield
- accrued simple interest
- linear regression (trend line)
- exponential curve fit (growth curve)
total, average and percent of total
- moving averages
- invoicing

38 programs (on 40 pre-recorded cards) speed the handling of problems in algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry and calculus. It covers:

- hyperbolic functions
- first order differential equation
- solution of a triangle
- trigonometric equations
- factors of an integer

Other programs are:

- greatest common divisor, least common multiple
- arithmetic and harmonic progressions
- geometric progression
- functions of x and y
- quadratic equation
- cubic equation
- fourth degree polynomial equation
- simultaneous equations in two unknowns
- simultaneous equations in three unknowns
- synthetic division
- rectangular, spherical conversions
- translation and/or rotation of coordinate axes
- angle conversions
- secondary values of sin-1, cos-1, tan-1
- trigonometric functions
- inverse hyperbolic functions
- solution of a triangle (given a, A, or a, b, C)
- solution of a triangle (given b, b, c)
- spherical triangles
- area of a triangle
- area of a polygon
circle determined by three points
- equally spaced points on a circle
- polygons inscribed in and circumscribed about a circle
- unit conversions; C → °F, ft, in → cm;
- lb -> kg
- unit conversions; ml → km, gal → ltr;
yd → mi, ac → ft²
- polynomial evaluation (real)
- linear and laguerre interpolations
- finite difference interpolation
- numerical integration (discrete case)
- simpson's rule for numerical integration
- roots of f(x) = 0 in an interval
- determinant and characteristic equation of a 3 x 3 matrix
- 2 x 2 matrix operations

A variety of advanced mathematical functions is provided by the 37 programs (40 pre-recorded cards) in this Pac. The programs are:

- base conversion
- complex functions [z, z², z³, z¹/z]
- gaussian quadrature for ∫f(x)dx
- bessel function J
- complete elliptic integrals

Other programs are:

- complex arithmetic
- complex trigonometric and hyperbolic functions
- complex inverse trigonometric and hyperbolic functions
- octal arithmetic
- integer base conversion
- complex functions m, m, m/z
- common logarithm
- complex functions m, m, log, log10 m
- polynomial evaluation (complex)
- intersections of a line and a conic section
- vector products and angle between vectors
- partial sum and partial product
- gaussian quadrature for 1/2 f(x)dx
- kelvin functions
- euler function
- gamma function
- incomplete gamma function
- error function and complementary error function
- confluent hypergeometric function
- gaussian hypergeometric function
- chebyshev polynomial
- legendre polynomial
- hermite polynomial
- laguerre polynomial
- sine integral
- cosine integral
- exponential integral
- premis integrals

Thirty-five programs (40 pre-recorded cards) provide functions for use in electronic and electrical engineering projects. Topics addressed include impedance matching filter design; transmission line calculation, parameter conversion; power supply design; transistor biasing; control system; and waveform analyses. The programs are:

- reactance chart
- impedance of ladder network
- transmission line impedance transformation
- s to z parameter conversion
- fourier series

Other programs are:

- series resonant circuit
- parallel resonant circuit
- t attenuator

Basic and advanced functions—37 programs (40 pre-recorded cards)—selected from the areas of general statistics; distribution functions; curve fittings; and test statistics. Programs included in this Pac are:

- mean, standard deviation, standard error
- random number generator
All Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators feature RPN “computer logic”—the most sensible logic system a pocket calculator can have!

In 1967, Hewlett-Packard began designing a family of computer calculators—powerful enough to solve complex engineering, scientific and business problems, yet simple enough to be used by anyone who works with numbers.

As part of this effort, HP thoroughly evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of the various logic systems which a person might use to communicate with an electronic calculator.

Computer logic, for example, had many advantages, but was not commonly used except by computer programmers. Algebraic logic was in more common use and worked well with simple calculations, but when working complex problems it was often necessary to restructure the equation.

So, after much testing and evaluation, Hewlett-Packard selected a parenthesis-free but unambiguous logic system derived from the one developed by a mathematician named Jan Lukasiewicz. It’s known as “RPN computer logic,” and all HP pocket calculators use it.

RPN is the most efficient, most consistent way to solve mathematical problems, because it reduces even the most complex problems to a relatively few, easily-handled steps. It gives you confidence in your computations.

The RPN “computer logic” system is only possible because HP pocket calculators incorporate a four-register stack. This is symbolized in the photo at left and completely explained in every HP Owner’s Handbook.

Numbers that are keyed in, as well as intermediate answers, are automatically stored here, for review or to use again in subsequent calculations.

A fifth register—the “Last x” register—is also incorporated into HP’s advanced scientific calculators. It stores the last input argument (the number keyed in just before the function is pressed), for review or other operation.
No "=" key is needed
If you will look at the keyboard of any HP calculator shown in this catalog, you will see that none has an "=" key. Nor are there any keys for parentheses. None are needed.

Instead, all HP calculators have a key like this: 

ENTER 

Thanks to this key, and RPN logic, you get four major advantages you don't get with most other calculators:

1. You work with only two numbers at a time, just as if you were solving the problem with paper and pencil. (Only incredibly faster.)

Even the most complex problems are broken down into a series of easily-handled two-number problems, which you can solve in any order that’s convenient—left to right, right to left, or from the middle of the equation onwards.

No matter what kind of problem it is, there’s no restructuring to do ... no rearranging of the equation as is so often necessary with other calculators, to conform to algebraic logic.

So there’s less confusion and less chance for error.

2. The function is immediately calculated.

With an HP calculator, pressing the function key initiates the desired action, so you get your answer immediately.

For example, to find the square root of 16, simply press these keys ...

L 1 6 1√ 

... and your answer immediately appears on the display ...

4.00 

And it’s just as fast and easy to calculate squares, cosines, factorials or other functions.

3. The intermediate answer is displayed.

This enables you to check your calculation every step of the way ... so you can do something about it if it doesn’t look “right.”

4. The intermediate answer is automatically stored.

So there’s no need to store it manually, by keying in each digit, if the number is needed in the next calculation.

Obviously, this saves keystrokes and helps prevent errors. And you can easily recall the intermediate answer if need be.

Four major advantages — to give you confidence in your computations.

Just four simple steps
To use any Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator, just follow these four simple steps . . .

1. Key in the first number.
2. Enter it into the stack (press the “ENTER ↑” key).
3. Key in the second number.
4. Press the function key.

And if your numbers are already stored in the calculator as intermediate answers, all you have to do is hit the function key.

Could anything be easier ... or faster?

Here’s an example
Let’s take a simple problem—2.5 x 4—and solve it with an HP calculator, using the four steps shown above . . .

1. Key in the first number: 
   L 2 5 
2. Enter it into the stack: 
   ENTER↑ 
3. Key in the second number: 
   L 6 + 
4. Press the function key: 
   ENTER↑ 

Your answer appears on the display: 

10.00 

Now let’s try a slightly more difficult problem: 

\((2 + 6) \times (9 - 3.5)\).

If you were working this out with paper and pencil, you’d probably work from left to right and first solve for \((2 + 6)\). Then you’d solve for \((9 - 3.5)\). Finally, you’d multiply the two answers—8 x 5.5—and get 44.

Well, with an HP pocket calculator, you work the problem the same way.

(Or, if you prefer, you could work it right to left, or even—with more complex problems—from the middle outwards).

Working from left to right, press ...

L 2 ENTER↑ L 6 + 

The display shows the intermediate answer:

8.00 

To solve for \((9 - 3.5)\), press ...

L 9 ENTER↑ 

3 . 5 - 

The display shows:

5.50 

To multiply the two intermediate answers (which have been automatically stored), press ...

L x 

And the displays shows:

44.00 

Even if your problem were as complex as converting indicated air speed to the true mach number . . .

\[
\sqrt{\frac{5 \left(\left(\frac{\left(1 + \frac{3}{5}\right)^{2} - 2.21}{2.21}\right)^{2} - 1\right) + \frac{3}{5} + \frac{1}{15}}{286}} - 1
\]

... you would still be able to solve it quickly, easily and without confusion if you used an HP calculator, thanks to RPN—the most sensible logic system a pocket calculator can have!
Optional accessories that protect and increase the versatility of your Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator

Reserve power pack assures you of portable power whenever you need it.

A You'll always have a fully-charged spare battery pack on hand when you use this reserve power pack, especially designed for Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators. It comes complete with a spare battery pack. Simply slip the battery pack into the holder, then plug the holder into the AC adapter/recharger that comes with your calculator. A built-in light-emitting diode tells you that the battery pack is recharging. In six to eight hours, you'll have a fully-charged battery pack to exchange for the one in your calculator.

Temperature range: 32°F to 104°F (0°C to 40°C)
Dimensions: 3x3x1" (8x8x3 cm)
Weight: 4 oz. (110 g) with battery pack

Battery pack and holder. (For all models except HP-21.)
82004A .............. $20.00
Battery pack only. (For all models except HP-21.)
82001A .............. $10.00
Battery pack and holder for HP-21
82028A .............. $15.00
Battery pack only for HP-21
82019A .............. $7.00

B Hard leather case helps protect your calculator outdoors

Using your HP calculator outdoors? Help protect it by carrying it in this hard leather field case. It slips onto your belt and guards your calculator against normal environmental conditions in the field—dust, dirt, rain, snow, bumps and jars. Calculator removal is easy with the snap-open flap and contoured front opening.

Field case for HP-35, HP-45, HP-55, HP-70, HP-80
82006A .............. $20.00
Field case for HP-65
82016A .............. $25.00

C Security cradle helps reduce pilferage

When leaving your HP calculator unattended in the office or lab, you can help guard it against "mysterious disappearance" by means of this ruggedly-constructed security cradle. A key is used to lock and unlock the cradle holding your calculator. And while your calculator is in place you have complete access to the keyboard and display, with battery pack or AC operation.

The security cradle may be attached to your desk via: (1) four corner screws, (2) center screw attachment, allowing 360° rotation, (3) removable six-foot steel cable, or (4) extremely-hard-to-remove adhesive tape. (All are supplied.)

82007A .............. $25.00
Security cradle for HP-65
82015A .............. $25.00
Security cradle for HP-21
Similar to (c) above, but because of HP-21's design, has built-in prism to provide better viewing angle when on flat surface.
82029A .............. $30.00

Accessories to replace or replenish those received with your pocket calculator

Owner's Handbook
HP-21 #00021-90001 ........ $2.00
HP-35 #00035-90001 ........ 1.50
HP-45 #00045-90030 ........ 2.00
HP-55 #00065-90001 ........ 1.50
HP-65 #00065-90200 ........ 2.50
HP-70 #00070-90001 ........ 2.00
HP-80 #00080-90001 ........ 2.00

Quick Reference Guide
HP-45 #00045-90200 ........ $1.00
HP-55 #00065-90002 ........ 1.00
HP-65 #00065-90203 ........ 1.00
HP-80 #00080-90003 ........ 1.00

Soft Case
HP-21 #82027A .............. $6.00
HP-35 #82027A .............. 10.00
HP-45 #82027A .............. 10.00
HP-55 #82027A .............. 10.00
HP-65 #82027A .............. 10.00
HP-70 #82027A .............. 10.00
HP-80 #82027A .............. 10.00

Battery Pack
HP-21 #82019A .............. $7.00
HP-35 #82019A .............. 10.00
HP-45 #82019A .............. 10.00
HP-55 #82019A .............. 10.00
HP-65 #82019A .............. 10.00
HP-70 #82019A .............. 10.00
HP-80 #82019A .............. 10.00

Battery Charger (115/230 V AC)
HP-21 #82024A .............. $15.00
HP-35 #82024A .............. 18.00
HP-45 #82024A .............. 18.00
HP-55 #82024A .............. 18.00
HP-65 #82024A .............. 18.00
HP-70 #82024A .............. 18.00
HP-80 #82024A .............. 18.00

Programming Worksheets (Pad of 50)
HP-35 #9320-0616 .............. $1.65
HP-45 #9320-0940 .............. 1.65
HP-55 #9320-0616 .............. 1.65
HP-65 #9320-0940 .............. 1.65
HP-70 #9320-0616 .............. 1.65
HP-80 #9320-0940 .............. 1.65

Blank Program Cards for HP-65
100-Card Pac #00065-67010 ........ $25.00
120-Card Pac #00065-67011 ........ 50.00

Pocket Card Holders for HP-65
Pack of 20 #9320-0613 ........ $7.50

Safety Travel Case
(For all models except HP-21)
82021A .............. $8.00
If you’re in business, you know that most of the decisions you’re called upon to make involve time and/or money. And the decisions you make affect that important goal: profitability.

With a Hewlett-Packard business pocket calculator, you can have—right at your fingertips—the power you need to make profitable decisions anywhere...anytime.

These calculators are pre-programmed with all the necessary equations and interest tables (one even has a 200-year calendar) for solving virtually any problem involving the relationship between time and money.

Calculations that would take you considerable time and effort with paper and pencil, or with a four-function calculator, are easily handled with just a few keystrokes when you use an HP business calculator—even if you have had no formal training in business or finance.

Simply follow the step-by-step directions in the Owner’s Handbook and feed in the known data. Almost immediately, the answer is revealed to you on the calculator’s display—with accuracy to the last penny in a million dollar calculation.

The HP-70 Business Pocket Calculator gives you the portable power needed to solve most types of general business and financial math problems—everything from markups and percent to depreciation and rate of return.

For solving even more complex time-and-money problems—including those involving bond yields and prices, trend lines, interest rebates, and the number of days between dates—Hewlett-Packard offers the well-known HP-80 Financial Pocket Calculator and its desktop version, the HP-81.

The ultimate in problem-solving power is yours with the amazing HP-65 Fully Programmable Pocket Calculator (page 13) and the Financial Application Pac (page 18). It’s like having your own personal, pocket-sized computer and is especially useful for solving lengthy, complex or repetitive problems.

In today’s fast-moving economy, it’s imperative that you make decisions quickly and accurately. HP’s business calculators help you do this by increasing your capability to get the information you need—when you need it.

In these pages you’ll discover the extensive range of functions and features offered by the HP-70, HP-80, HP-65 and HP-81, and on page 31 you’ll find a chart to help you compare models. Whichever one you finally select, consider it an investment with an excellent rate of return.
HP-70 Business

For everyday business problem solving... plus reserve power to help make financial decisions
Pre-programmed functions and interest tables, and superior memory power, let you solve business math problems in seconds...anywhere

The HP-70 can quickly solve problems dealing with everyday business math

Percentages

The “%” and “△%” keys allow you to easily handle problems concerned with: percentages; net amounts (markups, discounts, chained discounts, etc.), and percent difference.

Random-entry financial keys...the reserve memory power that speeds and simplifies the solving of time-and-money problems

The five keys in the top row of the HP-70 are financial keys—pre-programmed with problem-solving equations and interest tables. Simply enter the known data and press these keys to get your answers.

This random-entry system also lets you change any number at any time, so you can solve the same problem with different data quickly and easily, by keying in only the new data. These five powerful, financial keys are:

\[ \text{n} \quad \text{i} \quad \text{PMT} \quad \text{PV} \quad \text{FV} \]

Number of periods—To enter or find the number of time periods, payment periods, compounding periods, etc. Interest rate per period—To enter or find the compound interest rate.

Payment per period—To enter or find the payment or deposit amount.

Present value—To enter or find the present amount, principal amount, current price, beginning value or investment—the "now money." Future value—To enter or find the final balance—what you get after all the interest and deposits or payments have been added.

These financial keys save you valuable time when calculating:

Compounded amounts (compound interest)

You can readily solve problems involving future and present value amounts; rate of interest; number of periods; interest earned; effective annual interest rates, and nominal (stated) annual interest rates.

Amortized (direct reduction) loans (ordinary annuity)

The HP-70’s financial keys also aid in solving problems dealing with: the number of payments; the number of payments to reach a specified balance; payment amounts; annual percentage rates, with or without fees; principal amounts; amortization schedules; remaining balance (remaining principal, last payments and balloon payments) and accumulated interest; payment amount for loan with balloon payment; annual percentage rate with balloon payment coincident with, or one period after, the last payment; price and yield of discounted mortgages (prepaid or fully amortized), and the factor for Canadian mortgages.

Loans with a constant amount paid toward the principal

Using the HP-70, you can prepare a schedule showing the interest portion per payment and the remaining balance when a constant amount is paid toward the principal.

Sinking funds (ordinary annuity)

Just press the keys, and the HP-70 can solve for: the debt retirement amount; rate of interest; payment amount, and number of payments.

Consumer loans

With the HP-70, it’s easy to calculate the monthly payment amount or, using the Rule of 78’s, rebates. You can also convert the add-on interest rate to the annual percentage rate, or vice versa.

Savings functions (annuity due)

In seconds, you can calculate: number of deposits; rate of interest; deposit amount, or future value.

Lease and rent functions (annuity due)

Calculations include: number of payments; rate of interest; payment amount; the payment amount with a balloon payment or a residual value, and present value. The HP-70 will also convert add-on interest rate to annual percentage rate of interest, or vice versa.

Discounted cash flow analysis

You can use the "M" addressable memory as an accumulator, to calculate the net present value of even, uneven or deferred payment streams. You can also calculate the discounted or internal rate of return (IRR)—an iteration of the above.

Equity investment analysis for income property

You can calculate equity investment value and present value, and future value and overall appreciation/depreciation rate.

Commercial loans (short term notes)

The "INTerest" key expedites problems dealing with accrued interest amounts or discount amounts and annual yields for discounted notes (360- or 365-day years).

Depreciation functions

You can use the HP-70 to calculate the depreciation amount and remaining balance, using the straight-line method, the sum-of-the-year’s-digits method (full year only), or declining-balance methods (full or partial year).

Superior memory power—for solving complex or repetitive problems in just seconds

Memory power gives the HP-70 the ability to store entries, answers or constants for use later on in a calculation. And the HP-70 has memory power superior to other business pocket calculators.

Four memories are in the four-register stack (see pages 20, 21). Each time you key in a number, it’s stored in this automatic memory and automatically positioned to make calculating easier. For example, when doing chain calculations, you don’t have to write down any numbers and key them in again later on which helps reduce your error ratio.

\[ K \quad M \quad M+ \]

Two addressable memories are also available for saving numbers you want to use later on, or for storing constants. One of these registers may also be used as an accumulator. Together with the stack, it permits you to keep two different running totals at the same time.

\[ n \quad i \quad PMT \quad PV \quad FV \]

A financial memory bank is inside the HP-70, too. Each of the five financial keys has its own memory. This permits random entry and lets you change any number at any time—to make financial problem solving faster and easier. Or you can use any three of these memories as addressable memories.

Plus other quality HP features...

The HP-70—like other Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators—features the famous RPN "computer logic" system (see pages 20, 21) that facilitates the handling of lengthy, complex or repetitive problems.

Light-emitting diode display—Displays up to 10 significant digits, plus two-digit exponent and appropriate signs. Two selectable display modes: fixed point, with automatic overflow for large numbers into scientific, and scientific with a dynamic range of 10^10 to 10^-10.

Automatic decimal point positioning. Selective round-off; range: 0-9 decimal places in fixed point. Flashing display indicates improper operation; flashing decimal points indicate low battery.

The HP-70 outfit includes:

HP-70 Business Pocket Calculator • Rechargeable battery pack • 115/230 V AC adapter/recharger • Soft carrying case • Illustrated Owner's Handbook • "Your Key To Better Real Estate Decisions" Book

HP-70 Outfit ......... $275.00

Pre-programmed functions and interest tables, and superior memory power, let you solve business math problems in seconds...anywhere

Designed for the "generalist" in business, the HP-70 gives you the ability to solve everyday business math problems—such as markups, discounts and extensions—quickly and easily.

The HP-70 also has reserve power to rapidly solve financial management problems that previously required much time or expensive equipment.

And you can use it anywhere...anytime.

Pre-programmed functions and interest tables, and superior memory power, let you solve business math problems in seconds...anywhere

Designed for the "generalist" in business, the HP-70 gives you the ability to solve everyday business math problems—such as markups, discounts and extensions—quickly and easily.

The HP-70 also has reserve power to rapidly solve financial management problems that previously required much time or expensive equipment.

And you can use it anywhere...anytime.

Pre-programmed functions and interest tables, and superior memory power, let you solve business math problems in seconds...anywhere

Designed for the "generalist" in business, the HP-70 gives you the ability to solve everyday business math problems—such as markups, discounts and extensions—quickly and easily.

The HP-70 also has reserve power to rapidly solve financial management problems that previously required much time or expensive equipment.

And you can use it anywhere...anytime.

Pre-programmed functions and interest tables, and superior memory power, let you solve business math problems in seconds...anywhere

Designed for the "generalist" in business, the HP-70 gives you the ability to solve everyday business math problems—such as markups, discounts and extensions—quickly and easily.

The HP-70 also has reserve power to rapidly solve financial management problems that previously required much time or expensive equipment.

And you can use it anywhere...anytime.
HP-80 Financial

The finest pocket calculator ever designed for time—and—money management
For calculating most financial problems—even a bond price or yield—in seconds, without referring to tables.

The HP-80 Financial lets you solve business math or time-and-money problems quickly and easily. All the interest equations and tables have been pre-programmed. So has a 200-year calendar, used in solving for bond price and yield, or short-term interest.

It's pre-programmed to handle general business math problems

**Percentages**

\[
\% \quad \Delta \% \]

The "\%" and "\(\Delta\)%" keys allow you to easily handle problems concerned with: percentages; net amounts (markups, discounts, chained discounts, deposit or discount amount, anticipated discounts, etc.); and percent differences.

Just press the keys to solve time-and-money problems in seconds

At the top of the HP-80's keyboard are five keys for solving all types of business problems involving compound interest or compound growth. They replace the compound interest, discount, bond and annuity tables commonly in use. Merely enter the known amounts (the data) and press the appropriate keys.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{n} & \quad \text{i} & \quad \text{PMT} & \quad \text{PV} & \quad \text{FV}
\end{align*}
\]

Number of periods—To enter or find the number of time periods, payment periods, compounding periods, etc.
Interest rate per period—To enter or find the compound interest rate.
Payment per period—To enter or find the payment amount.
Present value—To enter or find the loan amount, principal amount, current price, beginning value or investment—the "how much money."
Future value—To enter or find the final balance—after all the interest and deposits, or payments have been added.
The HP-80's financial keys save you time and effort when calculating:

**Compounded Amounts** (compound interest)

It takes but a few seconds to solve for: present value and future value amounts; rate of interest; number of periods; interest earned; effective annual interest rate, and nominal (stated) annual interest rate.

**Amortized (direct reduction) loans** (ordinary annuity)

You can solve for: the number of payments; the number of payments to reach a specified balance; payment amount; annual percentage rate, with or without fees; principal amount; amortization schedules; remaining balance (remaining principal, last payment, balloon payment) and accumulated interest; payment amount for loan with a balloon payment; annual percentage rate with balloon payment coincident with, or one period after, the last payment; price and yield of discounted mortgages (prepaid or fully amortized), and the mortgage factor for Canadian mortgages.

**Loans with a constant amount paid toward the principal**

With the HP-80 you can prepare a payment schedule showing the interest portion per payment and the remaining balance, when a constant amount is paid toward the principal.

**Sinking funds** (ordinary annuity)

The HP-80 can calculate: payment amount, interest rate, number of payments and debt retirement amount.

**Consumer loans**

Just press the keys to calculate the monthly payment amount, or to convert the add-on interest rate to the annual percentage rate of interest. And, using the Rule of 78's, you can discount the HP-80 to calculate rebates. Also, you can convert the annual percentage rate to the add-on rate.

**Savings functions** (annuity due)

You can calculate the number of deposits, the rate of interest, the deposit amount and the future value.

**Lease and rent functions** (annuity due)

The HP-80 can be used to convert the add-on interest rate to the annual percentage rate, or vice versa. You can calculate: the number of payments; rate of interest; payment amount; payment amount with balloon payment or residual value, and present value.

**Discounted cash flow analysis**

You can quickly and easily perform a discounted cash flow analysis, and calculate the net present value of even, uneven or deferred payment streams.

The HP-80 can also be used to calculate the discounted or internal rate of return (iteration of above).

**Equity investment analysis for income property**

You can use the calculator to solve for: equity yield rate; equity investment value and present value; and future value and overall appreciation/depreciation rate.

**Bond functions**

You can calculate bonds' yield to maturity (YTM), interest rate (INTR), bond price (BOND), and bond amortization. You can also calculate a callable bond price and yield-to-call.

**Commercial loans** (short term notes)

The HP-80's "INTeRest" key lets you calculate the accrued interest amount or the discount amount and annual yield for a discounted note (for either a 360- or 365-day year).

**Calendar functions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>DAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TODAY</td>
<td>TODAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This key puts a 200-year calendar (1900 to 2099) at your fingertips. You can find: the number of calendar days between two dates; the day of the week a date falls on; a future date, or a past date, given the number of days from a known date.

**Depreciation functions**

**COmpute**

**SOD**

The HP-80 incorporates a unique key labeled "SOD" for calculating sum-of-the-year's-digits depreciation amount and remaining balance—on a full-year or partial year basis.

You can also calculate the depreciable amount and remaining balance via the straight-line method, or via the declining-balance method (full year or partial year).

**Statistical functions**

**\( \Sigma X \quad \Sigma \**

By using the "\(\Sigma X\)" key, you can easily calculate: a trend line (time series linear regression) giving you the y-intercept (value at point 0); the number of time periods; the slope, and automatic projections. You can also calculate two variable linear regression.

The HP-80 can also calculate: the mean and the standard deviation, with the ability to change data points after a calculation and recalculate.

The "\(\Sigma X\)** key provides running totals and computes the sum of the squares and the number of entries.

**Memory power**

In addition to the four-register stack, the HP-80 has an addressable memory for storing constants or other numbers to be used later on in a calculation.

**Plus other quality HP features...**

The HP-80 performs the famous RPN "computer logic" system (see pages 20, 21).

**Light-emitting diode display**

Displays up to 10 significant digits, plus two-digit exponent and appropriate signs. Two selectable display modes: fixed point, with automatic overflow for large numbers into scientific, and scientific with a dynamic range of 10^0 to 10^4. Automatic decimal point positioning. Selective round-off; range: 0-6 decimal places in fixed point. Flashing display indicates improper operation; flashing decimal points indicate low battery.

**Functions and features**

**Keyboard commands:**

- Financial functions: Number of periods (n) • Interest rate (i) • Payment per period (PMT) • Present value (PV) • Future value (FV) • Simple interest (INTR) • Sum-of-the-years' digits depreciation (SOD)
- Bond functions: Bond prices • Bond yields • 200-year calendar

**Statistical functions:** Mean, standard deviation (sum-of-the-squares) • Trend line

**Mathematical functions:** Percentage • Percent difference • \( \sqrt{X \times Y} \) • Addition, subtraction, multiplication or division in serial, mixed serial, chain or mixed chain calculations

- Data storage and positioning operations: Data entry • Stack roll down • x, y interchange • Data storage • Data recall • Change sign

**Memory:**

- 4-register stack • Addressable memory

**Specifications**

- **Power:** AC: 115 or 230 V; \( 10\% \), 50 to 60 Hz • Battery: 500 mw nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery pack
- **Weight:** HP-80: 9 ounces (255 g) • Adapter/recharger: 5 ounces (142 g)
- **Shipping:** Approx. 2 lbs (900 g)
- **Dimensions:** Length: 5.8 in (14.7 cm) • Width: 3.2 in (8.1 cm) • Height: 0.7 to 1.3 in (1.8 to 3.3 cm)
- **Operating temperature range:** 32° F to 122° F (0° C to 50° C)

The HP-80 outfit includes:

- HP-80 Financial Pocket Calculator • Rechargeable battery pack • 115/230 V AC adapter/recharger • Soft carrying case • Safety travel case • Illustrated Owner's Handbook • Quick Reference Guide • "A Guide to Profitable Real Estate Decisions" Book

**HP-80 Outfit • • • $395.00**
Scientific and Business Desktop Calculators

With an alpha-numeric printer

**HP-46 Advanced Scientific**

If you prefer a desktop scientific calculator with a printer, select the HP-46. It includes all of the pre-programmed functions of the HP-45 (pages 8, 9) plus a paper tape printout to provide a permanent record of your calculations.

**Alpha-numeric symbols identify each calculation**

More than just a running tape of your figures, the printout provides you with easy-to-read alphabetic symbols for each function—so your method of calculation is also recorded.

**Superior memory power is also provided**

At the press of a key, the HP-46 lets you recall any number in the four-register stack. Or, it lists the contents of all 9 addressable memories.

**Tape and/or display**

The light-emitting diode display may be used with the tape printout to help in editing during long calculations...or without the printout, to conserve paper.

**Plus other quality HP features...**

The HP-46 also includes a four-register stack—which makes possible the famous RPN “computer logic” system—and a “Last x” register (see pages 20, 21).

Inside its modern, low-profile case are large-scale integrated circuits (LSI).

For the complete list of the HP-46’s pre-programmed functions and other features—and information on the LED display—please refer to those shown for the HP-45 on page 9.

**Specifications**

- **Power:** AC: 115 or 230 V, ±10%, 48-66 Hz
- **Weight:** 13 lbs. 8 oz. (6.12 kg)
- **Dimensions:** Length: 15.5 inches (39.3 cm) × Width: 10.9 inches (27.7 cm) × Height: 5.5 inches (14.0 cm)
- **Operating temperature range:** 32°F to 113°F (0°C to 45°C)

**HP-46 Outfit...** $675.00

---

**HP-81 Financial**

**Designed for solving any type of business or financial problem—even those involving bonds or the exact number of days—the HP-81 offers all of the capabilities of the HP-80 (see preceding page) plus more.**

And, it features an alpha-numeric printout, providing symbols as well as numbers for each function, for reference at any time.

**With extra power for extended calculations**

The HP-81 also prints complete, labeled schedules for 10 extended calculations:
- Interest per period
- Discounted rate of return
- Declining balance depreciation
- Sum-of-the-years’-digits depreciation
- Balance sheet schedule
- Amortized loan schedule
- Odd days’ interest
- Coupon equivalent yield
- Percent of total.

And, the HP-81 performs calculations in any of 10 modes: pre-tax or after-tax, annual or semi-annual coupon, 30-day or actual-day/month, 360- or 365-day, and bond or note.

**More addressable memories**

In addition to the four-register stack found in all HP calculators, the HP-81 has 20 addressable memories to store constants or other data. Full register arithmetic—including to, subtracting from, multiplying by, or dividing into data stored in addressable memories—is fast and easy.

**Tape and/or display**

The light-emitting diode display may be used with the tape printout to help in editing during long calculations...or without the printout, to conserve paper.

**Plus other quality HP features...**

Like the other HP calculators, the HP-81 uses RPN “computer logic” (see pages 20, 21), and is made with large-scale integrated circuits (LSI). It’s about the size of an adding machine.

**Specifications**

- **Power:** AC: 115 or 230 V, ±10%, 48-66 Hz
- **Weight:** 13 lbs. 8 oz. (6.12 kg)
- **Dimensions:** Length: 15.5 inches (39.3 cm) × Width: 10.9 inches (27.7 cm) × Height: 5.5 inches (14.0 cm)
- **Operating temperature range:** 32°F to 113°F (0°C to 45°C)

**The HP-81 outfit includes:**

- HP-81 Financial Desktop Calculator
- Portable carrying case
- Dust cover
- Spare fuses
- Power cord
- Printed paper and ribbon
- Illustrated Operator’s Guide

**HP-81 Outfit...** $1,025.00

*Expedited Entry Option. Acts as a special memory device (buffer) for keys. Permits ultra-fast operation without keys jamming, so HP-81 can be solving one problem as another is being keyed in. Optional (at time HP-81 is ordered)...$225.00*
Buying Guide

How to select the calculator that's best for your type of problem-solving—today and tomorrow

Selecting the right pocket calculator can be a joy forever. Selecting the wrong one can waste time and money... resulting in errors... and cause you aggravation and frustration. That's why, before you select any pocket calculator, you should make sure it can solve all of your problems—the ones you face today and the ones you're likely to face tomorrow. The calculator you select should have all of the capabilities you need—all the pre-programmed functions, memories and other features required to solve your specific problems quickly, easily, accurately and without confusion.

If the problems you face involve only addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, almost any well-made four-function pocket calculator will suffice—providing it can handle the required number of digits. You may also want it to include % and constant keys.

But when your problems extend beyond basic arithmetic, then you need a professional pocket calculator—designed and manufactured for day-in, day-out professional use.

Professional calculators are designed with the specific capabilities required to solve more complex problems involving topics intrinsic to a specific discipline or application. The nomenclature on the keys gives you a quick insight into the types of problems the calculator can help you solve. Broadly speaking, there are two main types of professional pocket calculators: scientific for the scientific and engineering fields, and business for the broad business and more exacting financial disciplines.

Scientific Pocket Calculators

A professional scientific calculator should be pre-programmed with all of the standard scientific functions, plus a variety of other functions, depending on which model you select. These may include: mean, standard deviation, linear regression (trend line), and U.S./metric conversions.

Advanced models also offer more memory power... more sophisticated trig functions, such as rectangular coordinate/polar coordinate conversions... selectable modes (degrees, radians and, possibly grads)... conversion between decimal and angle in degrees/minutes/seconds... and others.

This added capability facilitates the handling of more complex problems and can drastically reduce the time and effort necessary to solve them. For example, polar/rectangular coordinate conversions; if you add or subtract vector components in seconds, simply by pressing a few keys.

The most proficient type of professional scientific pocket calculators is the programmable. When solving complex, repetitive or iterative problems, programming can be invaluable. You enter your problem-solving sequence of keystrokes just once... then, with just one keystroke initiate the entire sequence... as often as you wish.

But whatever scientific calculator you choose, the more functions and features it has, the more capability it has to solve more complex problems... even the most complex—faster and easier, reducing the work you have to do. And the less chance for error. So compare functions and features carefully before you make your final selection.

Business Pocket Calculators

Although a scientific calculator may be used for solving the more basic types of business problems, calculators especially designed for business and/or financial problems can soon pay for themselves in terms of time and effort saved—because they are pre-programmed to solve your business problems—giving you the exact answers you need when and where you need them.

Once you have the keyboard on an advanced scientific calculator, the one on a business pocket calculator may look positively barren. But appearances can be deceiving. With business calculators, it's not so much how many pre-programmed keys there are, but what you can do with the keys—the number of different types of problems you can solve with the calculator.

The relatively few keys on a business calculator can be used to solve dozens of different types of problems—everything from discounts and markups to figuring out interest rates, the remaining principal on a mortgage, the future value of an annuity, or depreciation.

In addition to business pocket calculators, there are also "advanced business" or "financial" calculators. These usually have all of the pre-programmed functions found in business calculators, but they will also have more specialized capabilities to solve problems involving depreciation, statistics, bond prices and yields. And because the latter require a calendar, these types of calculators will have one "built-in." For specialized business or financial problems, involving extended calculations or unique and complex formulas, a programmable calculator can be a tremendous time-saver. Since you enter your problem-solving sequence of keystrokes just once... and then with one keystroke start an entire sequence—you reduce your error ratio and as a result, have confidence in your answers.

Another point to consider when selecting a business calculator is the basic financial concepts you work with daily as a decision maker. Handling business transactions. The concept of money... resulting in errors... and others.

For occasional programming, a "programmable" machine (i.e., one with temporary storage capability) should suffice. But if you frequently have hundreds of keystrokes to program, consider a "fully programmable" calculator, and record your programs on program cards. You might even find your general applications already programmed for you.

Memory Power

Every pocket calculator should have at least one addressable memory—so you can store numbers and other numbers used more than once in a calculation.

The more memories a calculator has, the less writing down of numbers that you have to do. And this means faster answers to your problems.

With certain calculators having addressable memories, you can do register arithmetic—you can add to, subtract from, divide into or multiply the contents of a register. This makes data manipulation exceptionally easy, even when working problems involving three simultaneous linear equations (or other 3 x 3 matrix inversions).

Besides addressable memories, certain pocket calculators have an automatic memory system called an operational stack, a four-register stack, etc.). Entries and intermediate answers are stored automatically, then re-entered into the calculation at the appropriate time. Obviously, this eliminates the need for you to write down and re-enter numbers, which could lead to errors, and it speeds the work.

Logic Systems

A logic system is the "language" you use to communicate with a calculator—the way in which you key in problems and the way the calculator is designed to handle the problems. One logic system may require you to restructure an equation to conform to the system; another may not. How best to do this depends on which type of logic systems used in professional pocket calculators are algebraic and RPN computer logic. You may wish to check out both systems and determine for yourself: which is the easiest to use (especially important when solving complex problems)... which is the least confusing (so you can have confidence in your answers) ... and which is the best to use for solving the kinds of problems you face regularly.

Construction Is Important

In addition to everything mentioned so far, you should also—before selecting a professional calculator—consider the quality... the physical construction of the calculator (is it rugged enough for daily use?)... the availability of accessories and applications books... and, of course, the general qualities of the calculator that's capable of solving your problems today... and tomorrow.

With all this in mind, study the descriptions of each calculator, compare the models, and select the one that comes closest to filling your needs.
Check the features and functions you need before you select your calculator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING</th>
<th>ALL PURPOSE</th>
<th>BUSINESS AND FINANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPN Logic System</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Storage, Positioning Operations</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number entry</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponent entry</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack roll-down</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack roll-up</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x,y memory interchange</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data storage</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data recall</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change sign</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full register arithmetic</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial memories</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Last x&quot; register</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program memory (number of steps)</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack (number of registers)</td>
<td>4 4 4 4 4 4 4</td>
<td>4 4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressable memories</td>
<td>1 1 9 9 20 1 20</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant digits</td>
<td>10 10 10 10 10 10 10</td>
<td>10 10 10</td>
<td>10 10 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential digits</td>
<td>2 2 2 2 2 2 2</td>
<td>2 2 2 2</td>
<td>2 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range (decades)</td>
<td>200 200 200 200 200 200 200</td>
<td>200 200 200</td>
<td>200 200 200 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic decimal point positioning</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectable formatting, rounding - fixed point (number of digits)</td>
<td>To10(10) 0-10 0-10 0-10 0-10 0-10 0-7 0-7</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectable formatting, rounding - scientific (number of digits)</td>
<td>To10(10) 0-8 0-10 0-10 0-10 0-10 0-10 0-10</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic overflow into scientific</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic underflow into scientific</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper operating, low battery indicators</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Features</td>
<td></td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital timer</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha-numeric print out on paper tape</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td></td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing capability</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-step running, inspection</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program editing</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run/Stop</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional branching - relational tests</td>
<td>2 4</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional branching - flag tests</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct branching</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrement and skip on zero</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User definable keys</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent program storage (magnetic cards)</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRE-PROGRAMMED FUNCTIONS, MATHEMATICS</th>
<th>SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING</th>
<th>ALL PURPOSE</th>
<th>BUSINESS AND FINANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yⁿ</td>
<td>xⁿ</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>√x</td>
<td>√x</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/x</td>
<td>1/x</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x²</td>
<td>x²</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!</td>
<td>!</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ%</td>
<td>Δ%</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division in serial, mixed serial, chain or mixed chain calculations</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer/fraction truncation</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
<td>·</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For persons in the fields of science, engineering, business and finance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING</th>
<th>ALL PURPOSE</th>
<th>BUSINESS AND FINANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP-35 HP-21 HP-45 HP-46 HP-55 HP-65 HP-70 HP-80 HP-81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PRE-PROGRAMMED FUNCTIONS, STATISTICAL

- Mean, standard deviation (number of variables)
- Trend line (a time-series linear regression)
- Trend line projection
- Linear regression
- Linear estimate
- Factorial
- Positive, negative summation (with $n, \sum x, \sum x^2, \sum y$)

### PRE-PROGRAMMED FUNCTIONS, SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING

#### Trigonometric
- Decimal degrees mode
- Radians mode
- Grads mode
- $\sin x, \cos x, \arcsin x, \arcsin x, \tan x, \arctan x$
- Rectangular coordinates ↔ Polar coordinates
- Vector arithmetic
- Decimal angle (time) ↔ Angle (time) in deg/hr/min/sec
- Angle in degrees ↔ Angle in radians
- Angle arithmetic

#### Logarithmic
- $\log x$
- $\ln x$
- $e^x$
- $10^x$

#### Metric Conversion
- Inch ↔ Millimeter
- Foot ↔ Meter
- Gallon ↔ Liter
- Pound ↔ Kilogram
- Force in pounds ↔ Newton
- Fahrenheit ↔ Celsius
- BTU ↔ Joule

### PRE-PROGRAMMED FUNCTIONS, BUSINESS/FINANCIAL

- Number of periods
- Interest rate/period
- Payment/period
- Present value
- Future value
- Simple interest
- Bond prices, yields
- Calendar
- Rule of 78's interest rebate
- Sum-of-years-digits depreciation schedule
- Declining balance depreciation schedule
- Diminishing balance depreciation schedule
- Amortized loan schedule
- Percent of total extension
- Effective annual interest rate converted to nominal rate
- Add-on interest rate with odd-days interest converted to annual rate
- Internal date of return (IRR)
- Coupon-equivalent yield
- Note price and yield (before maturity)

* Not a pre-programmed function, but available on pre-recorded, magnetic program cards. For a full listing, see current list of Software Pacs. Pages 18, 19.

(a) One memory doubles as an accumulator.
(b) Registers 1:10.
(c) Three can be used as separate addressable memories when not using financial keys.
(d) Eight displayed when in scientific notation. 10 retained internally.
(e) Automatic—not selectable.
(f) Also $\Sigma y$, $\Sigma xy$
(g) Does not include $\Sigma y$
(h) Slightly different: centimeter/inch; liter/gallon; kilogram/pound constants.
(i) Not a pre-programmed function. Can be programmed into calculator using HP-55 Mathematics Program Book listed on Page 32.
These books give you ready-to-follow solutions for complicated problems...

**The HP-35 Math Pac**
To help solve complex or lengthy problems on the HP-35, over 150 keystroke sequence routines in this 169-page manual cover: number theory and algebra, geometry, trigonometry, statistics, numerical methods, finance, exponentials, conversions, week-day from date computations, and other calculations. It also shows how to use the HP's RPN logic and memory system in more efficient ways. These routines can also be used for the HP-21.

00035-66001 .............. $10.00

**HP-35 Applications Book**
Over 200 keystroke sequence routines help you solve problems in mathematics, statistics, finance, engineering and navigation. This 218-page manual includes routines for: number theory, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, statistics, numerical methods, finance (e.g., bonds, interest, depreciation, loan repayments) and more. The manual also shows how to use the HP's RPN logic and memory system in more efficient ways.

00035-66001 .............. $10.00

**HP-80 Real Estate Applications**
This 101-page book offers dozens of keystroke sequence routines that benefit brokers, investors, appraisers, mortgage bankers, analysts and other decision makers in the real estate field.

- The main applications are: appreciation and depreciation calculations; simple mortgages; mortgages with balloon payments; the price and yield of a mortgage; annuity due calculations; loans with a constant amount paid toward the principal; Canadian mortgage calculations; discounted cash flow analysis; linear regression calculations; Canadian mortgages, and equity investment analysis.

00080-66006 .............. $10.00

**HP-70 Real Estate Decisions**
This 91-page HP-70 book has over 40 keystroke sequence solutions to real estate problems. You'll find problem-solving routines for: appreciation and depreciation calculations; simple mortgages; mortgages with balloon payments; the price and yield of a mortgage; annuity due calculations; loans with a constant amount paid toward the principal; Canadian mortgage calculations; discounted cash flow analysis; and equity investment analysis. The appendix covers: financing alternatives, rent or buy analysis, and worksheet ideas.

00070-66001 .............. $10.00

**HP-55 Statistics Programs**
This 130-page manual has nearly 60 keystroke sequence solutions with examples of a repetition in a sample, gamma function, random number generator, moving average, standard errors for linear regression, normal distribution, multinomial distribution, exponential curve fit, analysis of variance and mean, standard deviation and standard error for grouped data.

00055-66002 .............. $10.00

**HP-55 Mathematics Programs**
This 178-page HP-55 manual shows you how to write programs for solving problems in: complex variables, linear algebra, integration and interpolation, number theory and algebra, trigonometry and analytical geometry.

Also included are programs for solving business math problems such as: compounded amount, direct reduction loan, sinking fund, depreciation schedules, discounted cash flow analysis, day of the week, and number of days between dates.

00055-66001 .............. $10.00

---

**Here's your copy of the first complete catalog of HP Pocket Calculators and accessories**

If Order Form is missing, call TOLL FREE
(800) 538-7922, Ext. 1000.
(In California, (800) 662-9862.)

**HEWLETT PACKARD**
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries
19310 Pruneridge Ave. - Cupertino, Calif. 95014
International Offices
3200 Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304, U.S.A.
7, rue du Boul-du-Las, P.O. Box 349, CH 1217, Meyrin 2, Geneva, Switzerland
Hewlett-Packard LTD, 6977 Goreway Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4V-1L9, Canada

---

**Take a look at the New HP-21 on pages 10 and 11**

Hewlett-Packard
19310 Pruneridge Road
Cupertino, Calif, 95014